Quantum logic as a logic
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From sharp to unsharp logic (I): a universe without contradiction
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Abstract (Part I and II): In this talk, we survey in broad brushstrokes some concepts and perspectives in quantum logic, contrasting the traditional “sharp” approach à la Birkhoff-von Neumann with some later developments in “unsharp” quantum theory. We will compare the different mathematical counterparts of the notion of an event (or proposition) in these theories: while sharp quantum logic identifies them with projection operators of a complex separable Hilbert space, unsharp quantum logic focusses on the larger class of effects, which can none the less be assigned a probability-value via the Born rule. We will pay particular attention to some algebraic structures that have been suggested as abstractions from these concrete structures of events. In the sharp case, orthomodular posets and lattices have been an object of intensive investigation since the seminal work by Birkhoff and von Neumann. For unsharp quantum logic the situation is more fragmented – however, within the plethora of structures that have been studied in the literature, we will emphasise paraorthomodular Brouwer-Zadeh lattices. Our survey will be conducted against the backdrop of a constant comparison with the mathematical structures employed for classical physics; we will also hint at the relevance of this research strand for the construction of models of (classical and non-classical) computation.
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